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Question #213 Topic 3

The gr-0/0/0.0 interface on your Junos device has a link state of up/up and you have correctly added static routes to reach the
remote subnets. However, you are not seeing traffic pass over the tunnel. What might be causing the issue?

A. The tunnel interfaces are disabled
B. You have not configured keepalives on the endpoints
C. The endpoints do not have valid routes to the remote tunnel endpoints
D. The intermediary devices do not have valid routes to the route tunnel endpoints

Answer: D 
For proper tunnel operation, the intermediary devices, located in the forwarding path between the tunnel endpoints, must be
able to route to each of the tunnel endpoints.

Question #214 Topic 3

Which two statements are true about IP-IP tunnels on Junos devices? (Choose two.)

A. They support only IP traffic
B. Tunnel endpoints use the interface ipt
C. They add no additional overhead to packets
D. Each tunnel interface is point-to-point

Answer: AD 
IP-IP tunnels support only IP traffic, and add an additional 20-byte header to a packet. They use the interface name ip, and
each interface is point-to-point.

Question #215 Topic 3

Which two statements about GRE tunnels are true? (Choose two.)

A. GRE can be used to tunnel non-IP protocols, such as IPX
B. GRE can provide encrypted communication
C. GRE adds overhead of 16 bytes per packet
D. GRE can be used to tunnel IPv6 traffic

Answer: AD 
GRE is a tunneling protocol that can encapsulate a wide variety of Network Layer protocol packet types inside IP tunnels,
such as IPX and AppleTalk. GRE tunnels are also commonly used to tunnel IPv6 and MPLS protocol traffic over an IP
transport network. GRE adds 24 bytes of overhead to each packet.

Question #216 Topic 3

How much overhead does the IP-IP tunnel header add to an IPv4 packet?

A. 20 bytes
B. 32 bytes
C. 48 bytes
D. 64 bytes

Answer: A 



IP-IP is a tunneling protocol used to encapsulate on IP packet in another IP packet. To encapsulate an IP packet using IP-IP
encapsulation, an outer IP header is inserted before the packet's existing IP header. The additional IP header adds 20 bytes of
overhead to the packet.

Question #217 Topic 3

Which three statements are true of GRE tunnels? (Choose three.)

A. The local tunnel endpoint must have a valid route to the remote endpoint
B. GRE tunnels must authenticate at both ends fo the tunnel
C. Tunnel endpoints must have a route that directs traffic into a tunnel
D. The gr interface can only route packets that are IP protocol packets
E. All intermediary devices must have a route to the tunnel endpoints

Answer: ACE 
For proper tunnel operations, this route must resolve to the physical next hop in the end-to-end communications path and
should never use a recursive route. The tunnel endpoints also need a route with the tunnel interface as the next hop to direct
traffic destined to the remote subnet into the tunnel. The intermediary devices, located in the forwarding path between the
tunnel endpoints, must also be able to route each of the tunnel endpoints.

Question #218 Topic 3

On a Junos device with dual Routing Engine (RE), which two statements correctly describe the expected behavior if the
primary RE fails? (Choose two.)

A. The backup RE will assume the master role once the packet forwarding engine (PFE) restarts
B. The backup RE will immediately assume the master role
C. The new master RE restarts the routing protocol process (rpd) and establishes any required adjacencies based on the
configuration.
D. The new master RE maintains the existing protocol adjacencies initially established by the previous master RE

Answer: AC 
When a Junos device has redundant RE's but no HA features enabled, and the master RE fails, the PFE restarts and all
hardware and interfaces are discovered by the new master RE. The new master RE starts rpd so that all adjacencies are aware
fo the topological changes.

Question #219 Topic 3

You have an OSPF network. On certain applications and links, you need OSPF recovery to be faster than can be provided by
OSPF timers. Which protocol would meet this requirement?

A. BFD
B. OSPFv3
C. GRES
D. NSR

Answer: A 
Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) accomplishes this task for a number of protocols, including OSPF.

Question #220 Topic 3

What is a requirement for link aggregation?

A. Member links must be on contiguous ports
B. Member links must be on the same switch in a Virtual Chassis
C. The speed of the member links must be the same
D. LACP must be configured

Answer: C 



Both the duplex and the speed of the member interfaces must match. Member links need not be contiguous nor on the same
chassis. LACP does not have to be configured for a LAG to operate.

Question #221 Topic 3

Which two statements are true about nonstop active routing (NSR)? (Choose two.)

A. Graceful Routing Engine Switchover (GRES) must be configured for NSR to function properly
B. NSR and graceful restart can be enabled at the same time
C. NSR relies on helper support on neighboring devices
D. When NSR is enabled, the rpd process runs on the backup Routing Engine

Answer: AD 
In addition to maintaining interface and kernel information, NSR also saves routing protocol information by running the rpd
process on the backup RE. By saving this additional information, NSR is self-contained and does not rely on helper routers to
assist the routing platform in restoring routing protocol information. In addition to enabling NSR and GRES, you should also
ensure that the commit operation synchronizes the configuration file by adding the commit synchronize statement under the
[edit system] hierarchy.

Question #222 Topic 3

You have recently installed a second Routing Engine (RE) in your Junos device and implemented Graceful Routing Engine
Switchover (GRES).
Which two statements correctly describe the expected behavior if the primary RE fails? (Choose two.)

A. The backup RE will assume the master role once the packet forwarding engine (PFE) restarts
B. The backup RE will immediately assume the master role
C. The new master RE restarts the routing protocol process (rpd) and establishes any required adjacencies based on the
configuration.
D. The new master RE maintains the existing protocol adjacencies initially established by the previous master RE

Answer: BC 
Once the RE's are synchronized, they exchange keepalives. If the backup RE does not receive a keepalive from the master RE
after a specified timeout (typically
2 seconds), it determines that the master RE has failed and takes mastership. When a mastership change occurs, the PFE
seamlessly disconnects from the old master RE and reconnects to the new master RE. The PFE does not reboot and continues
forwarding traffic based on the existing forwarding table entries.

Question #223 Topic 3

What is the default value of the TTL in a VRRP advertisement?

A. 0
B. 1
C. 64
D. 255

Answer: D 
The VRRP advertisement packet uses a time-to-live (TTL) value of 255 and cannot be forwarded beyond the local subnet on
which it is sent. This value cannot be adjusted, and any packet that has a TTL value other than 255 is discarded.

Question #224 Topic 3

Which statement is true about link aggregation?

A. It facilitates control plane redundancy through link aggregation
B. It provides an active-passive failover mechanism for redundant Layer 2 links
C. It combines multiple Ethernet interfaces into a single link-layer interface
D. It combines multiple Ethernet interfaces into a multilink-layer interface.



Answer: C 
The IEEE 802.3ad link aggregation specification enables multiple Ethernet interfaces to be grouped together and form a single
link layer interface, also known as a link aggregation group (LAG) or bundle. The physical links participating in a LAG are
known as member links. LAGs are commonly used to aggregate trunk links between access and aggregation switches.

Question #225 Topic 3

Which two statements are true about unified in-service software upgrade (ISSU)? (Choose two.)

A. Unified ISSU is supported only on dual Routing Engine (RE) platforms
B. To perform a unified ISSU, it is not necessary for the master RE and backup RE to be running the same version of
the Junos OS
C. Unified ISSUE causes minimal disruption on both the control and forwarding planes
D. Graceful Routing Engine Switchover (GRES) and nonstop active routing (NSR) must be enabled to perform a unified
ISSU

Answer: AD 
Unified ISSU enables you to upgrade between two different Junos OS releases with no disruption on the control plane and with
minimal disruption of traffic.
Unified ISSUE is supported only on dual RE platforms. In addition, GRES and NSR must be enabled. The RE's must be
running the same software release before you can perform a unified ISSU.
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